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1.  To begin, click on “Start now” in the section “Apply for an EORI number“;

2. Confirm if your organization is located on the Isle of Man;
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3.  Confirm if your organization is part of a group with UK VAT number (“VAT 
group”);

4.  Register by clicking “Create sign in details”; if already registered, enter 
your data in the appropriate spaces, click “Sign in” and jump to step 18;
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5. Enter your email address in the text entry field;

6. Check your inbox and confirm your email address;
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7. Enter your full name (first and last name);

8. Set a password of at least 10 characters for your profile;
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9.   Press “Continue” to enter a recovery verification word of the account, 
between 6 and 12 letters and not containing spaces or numbers;

10.  The system will generate a Government Gateway User ID necessary to 
access your account;
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11.   To continue, specify whether the request is made as private individual, 
organization or third party agents who carry out the shipment on behalf 
of clients or others;

12.  The system will request additional data in order to proceed, in order to 
increase the security of the account;
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13.   Select an additional verification method among: SMS, call to a British 
number, authentication on the official British government app; for this 
guide, we have chosen the verification mode by SMS;

14. Enter the country of origin;
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15. Enter your mobile phone number;

16.  Complete the verification by entering the received code and press 
“Continue”;
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17.  Enter your email address again to complete the procedure and click on 
the verification link to continue with the EORI request;

18. Indicate your headquarters;
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19. The request is made as…

20. Enter your name, surname and date of birth;
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21.   State if you are registered with the Self Assessment Unique Taxpayer 
Reference in the UK (for paying taxes in the UK);

22.  State if you have a national insurance number (you will have one if you 
have worked in the UK);
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23. Enter your address;
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24. Enter contact data, if any;

25.   Choose if your personal data can be viewed together with your EORI 
number;
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26. Review the entered data  and confirm;
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27.  Use the generated EORI number, a number preceded by the abbreviation 
GB, to be able to complete your exports to the UK.
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